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Did you know every corner of your commercial space will be brighter, warmer, and more enjoyable
place with decorative concrete flooring? By combining decorative concrete flooring with your
furniture and accessories, you can give your commercial establishment the feeling of a brand new
commercial space, without putting you through all the challenges of moving. While flooring will
ultimately impact the entire dÃ©cor, the key to any successful decorating job is in the preparation.

Bring the color chart to show to your decorative concrete contractor

Bring a sample of the material you are trying to match with you when you visit your local concrete
coloring contractor, so they can help you with coloring choices. However, color chips provided by
the color supplier may not precisely represent what the final results will be on your project. Color
chips may look different in the showroom compared to your home and may even change throughout
the day, depending on your lighting.  Color samples are available to â€˜try onâ€™ or apply directly to a
portion of your floor, allowing you to live with and experience color before making your purchase. 

Tips for getting the best results with decorative concrete 

Truly, the colors you and your contractor pick will have a dramatic effect upon the look and feel of
your residential and commercial environment. To get started, consider the following tips for getting
the best results with decorative concrete.

1.	Be open to new colors

Donâ€™t limit yourself based on what you assume will or wonâ€™t work; sometimes, it can be tough to
visualize the end result.

2. 	Pick colors that synchronize

Pick colors that synchronize with your officeâ€™s architecture, space, feel, etc. First determine what
look you are after and then with your decorative concrete contractor to decide the best product or
combination of products for your design needs.

3.	Ask a professional contractor for assistance

Ask a professional contractor for assistance if youâ€™re not sure which colors will â€œset offâ€• the intrinsic
beauty of your commercial venues. Consult with a colored concrete contractor to avoid making
expensive and disappointing choices.

4. Take advantage of custom color matching

If you can't find just the right color for your project, ask the color manufacturer or your decorative
concrete contractor about the possibility of custom color matching.

Adding the right colors to your commercial establishment is like adding the right ingredients to your
favorite recipe. You never know when it can bring a million dollar smile on your face.          
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